
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Planning Board of the Village/Town of Mount Kisco held on 
Tuesday, April 25, 2017 at 7:30 pm in the Frank J. DiMicco Board Room, Village Hall, and 104 Main 

Street, Mount Kisco, New York. 

Members Present: Chairman Doug Hertz 
   Ralph Vigliotti 

Michael Bonforte 
John Bainlardi 
Enrico Mareschi 
John Hochstein (Alternate) 

 
Members Absent: William Polese 

Frank Viteritti (Alternate) 
 
Staff Present:  Anthony Oliveri, Village Engineer 
   Jan K. Johannessen, Village Planner 

Whitney Singleton, Village Attorney 
   Peter J. Miley, Building Inspector 
 
The Planning Board conducted at work session commencing at 7:00 p.m., the following items were 
discussed: 
 
37 and 101 West Street: 
 
The Village Planner gave a brief synopsis of the project regarding the zoning district (RT-6), location of the 
property, lot sizes (7,500 square feet each), proposed shared driveway, and type of construction (2 two-
family modular residences). The applicant last appeared in July 2016 and the Planning Board had requested 
visuals, reduction in required variances and topography. 
 
The Planning Board expressed concerns regarding the required variances (front yard setback, development 
coverage, building coverage and potentially height variances), concerns of excavation, and the proposed 
garage to the side lot line. 
 
The Planning Board commenced their regular meeting at 7:43 p.m. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated alright, this is the Planning Board meeting for Tuesday, April 25th, we had our work 
session at 6:30, this is our regular meeting.  So welcome to all in the audience and to the public watching 
on TV.  We’ve had a change in the published agenda, HFZ Capital is no longer on the agenda, they still 
have work to do with the Village Board, so when they’ve concluded that work, they’re welcome to come 
back on here.  I’m just going to switch the order up slightly because we have a few items that I think are 
going to go quickly and then we’ll come back so first let’s just jump to the minutes of March 28th.   
 
Minutes: 
 
Chairman Hertz stated Michelle, you received a couple of minor changes, we do have a quorum for the 
minutes here tonight.  So anyone who has not previously given Michelle comments or changes, are there 
any changes here tonight to the minutes for March 28th?  In that case, I’ll ask for a motion to those minutes, 
someone make that motion please? 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I’ll make the motion that we adopt the minutes for March 28, 2017. 
 
Mr. Bonforte seconded the motion. 
 
UPON ROLL CALL VOTE: 
 
Mr. Bainlardi  - aye 
Mr. Bonforte  - aye 
Mr. Vigliotti  - aye 
Mr. Mareschi  - aye 
Mr. Hochstein - aye 
Chairman Hertz - aye 
 
The motion carried by a vote of 6 to 0. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated very well, moving on to the next item, we’re going to jump past conceptual for a 
moment, HFZ is off our agenda and we’re going to push the new Planning Board applications down the 
line. Let’s go to the hospital’s Linear Accelerator request for TCO, is there someone here for the hospital 
that would like to speak to that? 
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Mr. Zuckerman stated we’re here, should we come up. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated yeah, so we’re now mic’d, this is the new digital world, so if you would use the 
podium please. 
 
Mr. Zuckerman stated okay, thank you. 
 
Discussion: 
 

• NWHC Linear Accelerator Request for Temporary Certificate of Occupancy, dated April 17, 2017 
 
Mr. Barry Zuckerman, Assistant Vice President for Capital Projects for the Northern Region and Mr. Steve 
Iorio, Chief Radiologist/Physicist. 
 
Mr. Zuckerman stated my name is Barry Zuckerman, I’m with Northwell Health, Northern Westchester 
Hospital, I’m the Assistant Vice President for Capital projects in the northern region.  Steve Iorio is our 
Chief radiologist/physicist here and today we are petitioning for approval on a Temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy for the Linear Accelerator project.  We recently finished the first phase of that project in 
January, which was basically building a new building and a bunker to house the accelerator. In March the 
accelerator was delivered and right now Steve is in the process of commissioning that.  Steve can go into 
why it’s important to phase patient care but what we’re asking is for this Temporary C of O, so we can get 
our approval from the Department of Health the State of New York, and Steve can go into a little bit of 
detail about why that’s important for our patients. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and we, when this was proposed, we had talked about phasing this… 
 
Mr. Zuckerman stated yes. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated so this is not news to us. 
 
Mr. Zuckerman stated no. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated is there anything with regard to the phasing that was proposed originally that’s 
changed that we need to be aware of? 
 
Mr. Zuckerman stated no, not that I know of. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, so let me just push this right to the Building Inspector, are there any issues 
that you see? 
 
Mr. Miley stated no, nothing, it’s just procedural, the Planning Board issues TCO’s, if they’re not 
completed. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated so I appreciate that you’re ready and willing to give us a full explanation but we 
were expecting to see you here at this phase, we’re very happy that you’ve gotten to this phase.  Do Board 
members have questions, procedural or otherwise that they’d like answered? 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated no, Chairman. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated alright, anything from staff, Whitney or …? 
 
Whitney Singleton stated nope, I’m good. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, so if that’s the case and Peter you have no objection to this, I would think that 
assuming that this has gone in the direction that was suggested when it came before us.  I’d like to, I see no 
reason why we shouldn’t make a motion to have to put forth a TCO, that requires a motion of the Board, 
Whitney? 
 
Whitney Singleton stated yes, it does. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated would someone make the motion that we allow the Building Inspector to grant a 
Temporary Certificate of Occupancy for their Linear Accelerator. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I’ll make the motion that we permit the applicants to proceed with this 
application for a temporary C of O to the Building Department without further delay. 
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Mr. Mareschi stated I’ll second that, Chairman. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated on the questions?  And let me just ask time wise, what’s your anticipated time 
between decommissioning and when you’ll expect to have everything ready for a full certificate. 
 
Mr. Zuckerman stated so I think decommissioning is going to be approximately 6 to 8 weeks… 
 
Mr. Iorio stated yeah, once we’ll phase in the new treatments and then we can start decommissioning. 
 
Mr. Zuckerman stated and then we would anticipate probably 6 weeks after that to complete the interior 
work. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, thank you very much, so Michelle we have a motion, we have second, being 
that there are no more questions, would you poll the Board? 
 
UPON ROLL CALL VOTE: 
 
Mr. Bainlardi  - aye 
Mr. Mareschi  - aye 
Mr. Vigliotti  - aye 
Mr. Hochstein - aye 
Mr. Bonforte  - aye 
Chairman Hertz - aye 
 
The motion carried by a vote of 6 to 0. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated gentlemen, good luck.  Thank you very much. 
 
Mr. Zuckerman stated thanks. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated we’ll also address Polaner Selections 461 Lexington request for a 6 month 
extension, is there anyone here for Polaner?  We’ll push that to the end then just to as not delay the people 
who are here.  101 West Street LLC, please come up and welcome. 
 

1. 101 West Street, LLC - 37 & 101 West Street 
PB2016-0335 & 336, 80.48-3-33 & 32 
Site Plan 

 
Mr. Brad Schwartz of Zarin & Steinmetz; Mr. Peter Gregory of Keane Coppelman Gregory, Ms. Tracy 
Charlifoux, RLA. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated thank you Mr. Chairman.  Good evening Mr. Chairman and members of Board, Brad 
Schwartz with the law firm of Zarin & Steinmetz, we are here tonight representing the owners of this 
property along West Street, Mary McBride and Harry Johnson, together with the landscape architect and 
the project engineer.  I know this project has been before you in the past on conceptual review, we are still 
in the conceptual process, the purpose of tonight’s meeting is for Mr. Gregory [inaudible – fire horn]. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated its not editorial, I assure you.  We’ll just wait for, that should be your all clear, you 
hopefully won’t be interrupted again. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated so Mr. Gregory is here to present revisions to the plans that have been made 
throughout the course of the process, in response to comments by your Board, as well as comments by 
staff, so this is largely Peter’s presentation, I’ll turn it over to him.  The project does require variances, as I 
think you know, development coverage, building, as well as front yard setbacks, after we go through the 
plans, I’m hopeful at the end of the presentation we discuss the next steps in the process, both formal site 
plan application for your Board, as well starting the Zoning Board variance application for the ZBA. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated very good. 
 
Mr. Gregory stated Peter Gregory with Keane Coppelman Gregory Engineers here in Mount Kisco.  Just to 
refresh everyone’s memory, we’re looking to construct two two-family homes, one on 37 West Street and 
101 West Street, which is shown up on the screen now with our existing conditions plan.  For the most part 
the lots are vacant, with the exception of an existing garage and an asphalt driveway that are located 
entirely on 37 West and for the most part the area is lawn, maintained lawn and there are some large trees 
on the site. So basically, at the last time we were before the Board, I think there was some concern in terms 
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of the overall magnitude of the project that was originally proposed.  What we’ve been working on since 
the last time we were here was to try and see if we could come up with a way to reduce the overall impacts, 
minimize some of our coverages, our building size and try and make the project more aesthetic and in 
character with some of the surrounding properties on West Street. Basically, on this plan that we’re 
looking, on our site plan we’re showing that the property will be accessed with a common driveway off of 
West, to access a garage located in the basement of each building at the rear side, as well as an accessory 
garage, a two-car garage just to the rear of the site.  We are looking to demolish or remove the existing 
frame garage that’s at the rear of 37 West Street and if you recall on our initial submissions we did have an 
additional accessory, a new accessory garage to the rear of 37 West as well. So basically with the 
suggestions that the Board had made and us meeting with staff, we’ve revised these plans to try and reduce 
some of those impacts.  The first thing that we looked at was reducing the overall size of the building, the 
length of each building has been reduced to reduce our building coverage, our footprint and building 
coverage on the site.  Now, we’ve also eliminated the accessory garage that was originally proposed on 37 
West and by eliminating that, that was able to avoid having to request a variance for building coverage on 
that site, in addition we’ve also reduced the width of our driveway to serve the property to 10 feet and 
we’ve also reduced the asphalt parking area at the rear of the sites to minimize our overall site development 
coverage.  We are still looking to construct an accessory garage on the rear of 101 and with that that is one 
of the items that will trigger the requirement for a variance for our building coverage on 101.  We’ve also 
looked at coming up with a way to help, I guess mitigate the visual of what you would see from West, that 
was a concern, as to what you would see as you’re standing on West Street looking into the site and we did 
provide retaining walls on each side of the driveway to help reduce the amount of exposed foundation that 
we would have on each of those faces that are alongside of the driveway.  Tracy Charlifoux, our landscape 
architect will talk about what we’re doing in terms of the landscape and screening fencing on the property 
to help try to minimize what you will see on the site and how we can minimize what that impact is of the 
lowering of the grade of the driveway, getting to the rear of the site and having exposed foundations.  I 
think that for the most part, with those three major changes, that’s what we’ve done to help reduce what our 
overall coverage is and developments are of the property.  We also have prepared a rendering which will 
show, once we go through the landscaping which we will put up on the screen to see, that was one of the 
concerns as to what this would look like from the street, while we’ve handed out a hard copy of that also 
but we also have it on the screen for you.  I think at this time, maybe it’s a nice idea to have Tracy speak 
about landscaping plan and what we’re preparing in terms of our foundation and site landscaping. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated good evening, Tracy Charlifoux, Landscape Architect.  The landscaping plan, the 
intention of it, well there are a few intentions and that was to soften the property and to screen things from 
the neighbors, from the street and from the neighbors to the rear and to the right and also the majority of the 
plantings are native plantings, so there’s also an opportunity here to create some ecological benefits in 
terms of attracting more avian species, inserts such as butterflies and bees, as well.  The proposed plan on 
the projector here, indicates six trees, all native and 24 shrubs and a variety of perennials, the majority of 
the plantings are concentrated along the front foundation and along the sides and again with the intention of 
softening and screening from the street.  Additionally there’s a proposed solid panel fence, 6 feet in height 
along the rear property line and both side property lines and this should provide a lot of privacy from the 
surrounding neighbors and for the surrounding neighbors.  At the front right corner of 101 West, the fence 
actually comes into a height of 4 feet and there is a gate, so we’re creating some enclosure and again 
providing some screening and reflectively for unit 37, the same thing, there’s a 4 foot high fence and gate at 
the left corner there. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated can you point out where that is exactly? 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated yes, it may be easier, if I refer to this Board here, can everyone see this okay?  So the 
6 foot high fence is along the side property lines and the rear and the 4 foot high fence is here and it’s a 4 
foot high gate here and here, so this is actually open but we have the benefit of the screen plantings.  Thank 
you… 
 
Chairman Hertz stated you’re sort of hidden behind the banister there, is there anyone who can indicate that 
on the digital…?  So you’ve got 6 foot fence along the back and sides and where does it transition to 4 feet?  
So just right across, so you’re connecting to the edge of the home. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated the front in two sections, yes.  So it’s not that the entire property is enclosed, that 
wasn’t possible because of the shared driveway but the intention was to create as much privacy as possible 
by utilizing the fence along the perimeter and then having the plantings along the front of the housing units. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated very good. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated I did see in some Village comments I think they were dated April 19th, some 
additional trees, we were asked to consider some additional trees and they are not indicated on the plan on 
the projector here, however they are indicated here and we were considering adding a couple white 
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flowering shad, they’re a native tree small in size to provide additional softening from the street, so when 
you’re looking from the street you’re just going to get a little peek through.  And additionally there’s some 
concerns about landscaping behind the proposed detached garage and we are proposing a few narrow 
growing evergreens to help soften that as well.  The evergreens would be at least 6 feet in height but they 
are very rapidly growing, so they very quickly would come up higher than the height of the fence to help 
screen the garage from the neighbors. Just to walk you briefly through the planting palette, we have red 
maple, holly, sweet pepper bush, red tweak dog wood, ink berry, winter berry holly, viburnum and then a 
mix of perennials include bearberry, [inaudible] purple coneflower, switchgrass and black-eyed Susan, a lot 
of them are ornamental plants are concentrated along the front.  If there are not any questions in regards to 
the planting plan, I can move on to the lighting plan. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated that’d be fine. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated thank you. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I have one question.  There are a number of existing trees on the property, obviously 
there’s some large excavation for other site work, any possibility, is there anything there that’s worth trying 
to take a look at saving? 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated on the south side, I believe there are two large oaks, probably 20 inch in caliber if not 
more, I don’t know if there, if you can save those.  I know you’re taking all the trees down but maybe take 
another look at that. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated we are showing it all to be removed.  In terms of construction access I’m not sure 
how feasible that is, possibly this tree here in the southeastern corner and perhaps this tree but that’s 
something we would have to look into to see if it’s truly feasible to save those. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I don’t recall what those trees are or what kind of condition they’re in but obviously 
the ones that are right up against the foundation, there’s no way you would be able to save those. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated correct and this as well, its very close. 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated how many trees are coming down? 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated approximately 9 or 10 it looks like. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I’m looking at the rendering which is done very nicely, however it doesn’t appear that 
the rendering matches the landscape plan, so how true is the rendering that we’re looking at because, I’m 
looking at the rendering saying this looks pretty but in reality, this is not necessarily the finished look.  It 
appears as though the, when you go down the driveway that there’s more grass and more landscape than 
you’re showing, so is this true to the plans or not? 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated it is actually not true to the plans because we are proposing more landscaping than 
what you see on this side. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated so where this stonewall is, you’re going down the driveway, there’s that left side 
stonewall and there’s a right side stonewall, it appears as though there’s a lot of, there’s a substantial piece 
of property there next to the sidewalk and between the driveway and the plans that you’re showing doesn’t 
show that, there’s a lot less. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated yes, correct, this is the intent, the landscaping plan here, in reality you wouldn’t see 
much lawn at all on the, we’ll say on either side of the shared driveway, that would be almost completely 
filled with shrubs, nor would you see the decks, the way they’re out of grade right now, that would be 
screened with tall native grasses and other shrubs as well and if I could point out a couple more differences, 
there is a utility pole right here, so just in front of unit 37, almost in front of the walkway actually of unit 
37, the left hand unit, there is an existing utility pole there.  And another difference in the rendering is 
you’re not seeing the solid panel screen fence in the rear, I don’t think you’d actually get, maybe you’d get 
a peek of it at the sides where he has his perspective set up but there’d be a solid panel screen fence beyond 
the units, in the rear yard. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I think if you’re presenting a rendering such as this and to the public and to the folks at 
home and maybe even the neighborhood looking in to see, I think it has to be very realistic and I think the 
house is very realistic but the front yards are not and I believe that you need to show a rendering that 
identifies exactly what its going to look like, this does not identify that. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated and we are working on getting… 
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Mr. Vigliotti stated it’s the distance from the sidewalk to the driveway, it appears on the rendering its 10 
feet and its not in reality, its only a few feet.  So as a Planning Board we’re looking at this thinking this is a 
nice looking two plots of land with two nice looking homes but in reality, that’s not what we’re going to 
get.  So rather than moving any further, I think we need a rendering that’s really going to show what the 
finished product is going to look like, okay.  We know the trees in back that you’re showing here are quite, 
I love the way the trees look but we know those trees aren’t going to be in the final product they may be in 
30 years but that lawn back there is going to be an open lawn.  So, I just want to see the rendering that has 
exactly what its going to look like that would be my comment, thank you. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated thank you. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated the trees that are in the background, did you start, is that started with a photo or is this 
all done digitally. 
 
Ms. McBride stated no, it’s all done digitally. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated are there further comments on the plantings? 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated can you go back to the landscape drawing that you had just before this? Actually, it’s 
probably that landscape drawing, you don’t have that slide? 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated no, the difference is that this is in color and we’ve added 5 additional trees, so it may 
be better to refer to this plan. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated that’s it up there, okay, and I just would like the Planning Board to look at the rendering 
and to look at the driveway to get a real sense of the green space that is missing from, that’s truly missing 
as opposed to what’s on the rendering, that’s my comments. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated thank you. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated Mr. Vigliotti, we recognize the comment and we appreciate that and we know that the 
rendering had some inconsistencies with the proposed site plan, the fencing, the landscaping, we knew we 
were going to have to enhance that through the formal site plan process.  For conceptual purposes, we 
thought it was sufficient tonight to come and present the rendering which recognizing and pointing out 
these differences, so understand the comment and we fully anticipated and expected to come during the 
formal site plan process with the updated rendering. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and we appreciate that this is conceptual and there will be discrepancies.  So I think 
Ralph’s comment is just to point that out. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated and the plan has continued to evolve. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated sure and I assume it will continue to evolve.  Would you like to take us through the 
lighting? And then we’ll open it up the Board on all of it. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated we have two basics types of lighting for this lighting plan and the first is low voltage 
LED lighting for the landscaping, there are a total of four low voltage path lights and a couple of up lights 
on the red maples in the front yard and the intention is just to create a very light wash of light for the trees 
for aesthetic purposes and also to create safety along the walkway to help guide people to the house if 
they’re coming from the street.  We also have four wall sconces shown on the rendering, one at east front 
door and one at each side door and light shields would be used to help control any light spill, we feel it’s 
very important to make sure no light spill is getting to the neighbors or to the street.  And then we have 
light above each garage door, so there are three garage lights, and those also would be adjusted to minimize 
light spill and the lights would also be on timers or sensors so they only come on as needed and they turn 
off after a couple minutes that can be set accordingly.  So the intention is for the lighting just to create 
safety and to enhance the landscaping slightly without the eye being drawn to the light, just for it to blend 
in subtly with the landscape. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated very good. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated are there any questions regarding the lighting? 
 
Chairman Hertz stated I have a comment, I don’t know, does anyone have questions, Board members?  I’ll 
just make a comment or two.  We as a Board have generally discouraged up lighting, we’re trying to 
maintain the Village as dark sky compliant, so we’ve generally discouraged up lighting where it exists and 
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there’s a designation on your lighting plan that you’re using tungsten lights, I think on your garage door, 
and we would encourage LED’s wherever possible. 
 
Ms. Charlifoux stated thank you, we’ll incorporate LED lighting throughout. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated so if there are no more… 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated Mr. Chairman, one more, Peter do you want to mention about how we… 
 
Mr. Gregory stated the one issue that I just wanted to bring up that I failed to mention before is that as part 
of the revision to the plan and trying to minimize some of the disturbance to the rear of the property and 
also trying to keep the homes in character with the adjacent homes on each side, each of the dwellings were 
pulled forward, 37 and 101 are now, the fronts of the building are in line with the existing homes on each 
side of the street, so for the most part our locations and elevations are consistent with those on each side to 
try and keep it very similar, rather than having it set further back into the site and appear to be offset from 
what’s existing. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated as a result of which that necessitates the front yard variance, so we pulled the houses 
forward to keep in line with the homes on either side that then result in the front yard setback… 
 
Chairman Hertz stated okay. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated Peter, the footprints on either side, are they located by a surveyor? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated I believe they were, yes.  We have just those portions of those buildings located. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated those are survey located, these footprints. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated Peter, you had mentioned earlier that you had reduced the building length which 
subsequently reduced the overall square footage, can you just quantify that? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated yes, each building was reduced in length by 5 feet. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated so what’s the total length now? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated the total length now I believe is 54 feet and as result of the reduction in the length of the 
footprint and the elimination of the accessory garage on 37, our building coverage is now in conformance, 
we still with the, on 101 we are still requesting a variance for building coverage on that site. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated alright so I’m just going to synopsize some comments from our work session and 
you touched on many of them between the three of you.  One of the comments, one of the discussions was 
what you just brought up Brad which was alignment with the rest of the block.  So while we don’t have, we 
see from your survey and site plan that the property ends and there’s quite a distance between the curb and 
the roadway and beginning of the property line, so what we do want to do is get some empirical date for 
what the rest of the street line really is so that we can feel comfortable that your citing from front to back is 
appropriate.  Obviously you’re going to have to do that for, you’ve identified that that requires a variance, 
you’re going to have convince the Zoning Board of that as well but as a Planning item, we’d like to see that 
so understand that these are done by surveyors, and we’d like to sort of go out a little bit further so if you 
could get some data for the rest of street because we did some, we looked at some aerial work and its quite 
consistent up and down the street, so we don’t want to create, as it sounds like you don’t as well, we don’t 
want to create something that would be, you know, unharmonious.  The next item that we’re, we have a 
bunch of other concerns, Counsel identified while we were looking at the plan that you may have missed 
one variances so there’s, I’ll let Whitney explain this but basically, your garage in the rear of 101, there’s a 
part in the Code that requires that is stay within, that it can’t exceed the setback that the primary structure 
has, so it has to stay within that footprint, which would push it, it would require you to push it to the south 
or request another variance.  So one of our concerns that was brought is, which I think you tried to address 
with some trees, was additional visibility of that from West Street. One possibility is if you bring it in 
conformance with zoning, it would put it more in line with the building and therefore it would not require 
the additional variance and it may have the advantage of not requiring some additional screening as well 
because you won’t have the visual as well.  So, that’s something to look at… 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated just one question, is it to the south or the east? 
 
Mr. Bonforte stated to the right. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated it’s to the right, south is to the right, I don’t think that arrow is correct. 
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Whitney Singleton stated south is where 11 is, you can see… 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated the arrow is wrong. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated the arrow is wrong. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated yeah, the north arrow is pointing to the east. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated that confused me. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated yeah, it’s a nice north arrow but north I think is to the left. So yes, we’re, I think 
there’s a concern that this Board has and I’ll let everyone speak separately but I’m just going to synopsize 
for you.  There’s a concern that we have about height, particularly height as it, from the rear of the 
building, how many floors are really going to look exposed, so that’s something you’re going to have to 
demonstrate to the Building Inspector, I know you’ve done some work on what average grade but I think 
there’s still some work to be done with regards to that.  I have some concerns about turning radii for 
vehicles looking at how you’ve created, some of this I don’t quite see how vehicles are going to back out 
of, I could see how they’re going to come into the garage but I don’t see how they’re going to easily back 
out and make this swing, so I think you’re going to have to provide turning radii for the various vehicles 
that are being proposed and the parking spaces being proposed.  I’m sure there were other things, 
members?  What other concerns does anyone have, or thoughts, again this is a conceptual, this is the time 
where we should give our most honest and most brutal feedback so that if they, if the applicant decides to 
move to a full application and spend money to do that that they’ll have our best feedback going into their 
project. Thoughts from anyone? Yes, Whitney… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated Brad, do you know that the common chain or source of ownership is here?  It 
appears as though from what I can tell, from just doing a crude title search here that this parking, it 
appeared.  It appears as though that the parking that was on this lot actually served as parking for an 
improved lot on Spring Street that will no longer have parking.  And obviously we don’t want to create a 
noncompliant situation for somebody on Spring Street.  Additionally, there are a series of easements that 
affect this property that have conveniently found their way off the schedule A of your client’s property and 
they impact this property pretty significantly, these are easements in favor of the Village of Mount Kisco.  
And so I would like to see a title report for these lots. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated we did not represent in the acquisitions [inaudible – spoken over]. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated I understand that, I understand that but it wasn’t that long ago that it came out of 
common ownership, it came out of common ownership in 1990 when the Vigliotti’s acquired the lots, not 
this Vigliotti but the Vigliotti’s acquired the lots on Spring Street and the Prigitano’s acquired the lots on 
West Street and there’s a number of easements that affect it. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated what type of easements? 
 
Whitney Singleton stated there are drainage easements along the back of the property and there are other 
easements along the front of the property which are unidentified. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated Peter, who did the survey? 
 
Whitney Singleton stated where, actually, where the building is proposing to come down, that’s within the 
easement. And so obviously I think there’s going to be drainage issues on this property and that’s why 
they’re set up, going back to the issue of landscaping. 
 
Anthony Oliveri stated yeah, the plan does show a 36” drainage along the north property line, I don’t know 
if there’s a specific easement to that or if there was a larger easement for the whole property. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated it’s a specific easement to this property. 
 
Anthony Oliveri stated Peter, did you look at that at all. 
 
Mr. Gregory stated yes, there is an easement for the drain line that runs out to West Street, along the 
northern property line, there is a 36” concrete pipe that runs from the mid-portion of the property out 
toward West [Street] and we do have that on the survey. 
 
Anthony Oliveri stated its at the mid-portion of the property? 
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Mr. Gregory stated yes. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated Michelle, do we have a laser pointer, is that part of this… 
 
Mr. Rhodes stated right there, that’s a pointer. 
 
Mr. Gregory stated there is a 36”… 
 
Chairman Hertz stated it comes and goes, so you can both move your… 
 
Mr. Gregory stated so the 36” drain line runs out to West and across to the existing catch basin, we believe 
that pipe terminates somewhere in here, picks up some drainage from the adjacent property. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated and also if you go up to the east? 
 
Ms. McBride stated no. 
 
Mr. Gregory stated no, it does not, we did not find a drain line going up into that. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated behind the existing garage? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated I believe the easement, there’s an easement that runs up but I don’t believe there’s a 
structure in that easement. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated no but there is an easement that is 10’ wide along the back of the property. 
 
Mr. Gregory stated that I don’t have record of. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated and then there’s also an easement in the front of the property that was issued to 
us. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I have a couple questions. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, so you have a little homework to do there.  Ralph? 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated a couple thing, the property as you’re showing it, the property now is a level property 
with a slight elevation going towards the rear.  You’re proposing to carve out the back property, I believe 
it’s about 6 plus feet elevation change, it might even be 7, from the front to the rear.  So the question would 
be, Doug already mentioned the elevation and I think we want to see a full elevation, side and rear but then 
there’s a question on drainage, how is that water that’s coming down that driveway? How is it being 
captured?  And how it is being taken off the property?  So, we don’t see anything with regard to that and 
that could be a large issue.  For me, an issue in trying to plan Village wide and why we have a Building 
Code that has been adapted, adopted, legislation a number of times over the last 30 years to kind of take 
some of the neighborhood streets and give them a sense of frontage and side yard improvements, I am 
along the line where Doug, which is even though the house to the south and the north may sit 17 feet, there 
are many, many more houses on West Street and West Street has come a long way, it really has, there are 
three or four new houses that have the appropriate setbacks, I wouldn’t base everything on the house next 
door, south or north, I would base it on if anything, the average of the houses on that side of the street.  We 
have six lots that are vacant and I don’t think we want to establish a precedent where they’re pointing in 
your direction saying well we want a 17 foot setback, just like the two houses down the street.  So I think 
we have to be very careful with that, I mean it will end up being a variance but you need, I think you need 
to know early on that that’s something that’s going to be discussed and I just leave you with that.  I think 
we have, I think that’s everything that I have.  The rear elevation is a big item, it’s going to be 3 ½ stories.  
We talked about early on, last meeting anyway back in July, so there’s 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 parking spaces set 
aside, two underneath in each of the houses, that’s 4, 2 in the back on the macadam, that’s 8, and then you 
have a garage that’s 10, so question is all that, we talked about the radius, if cars are sitting there, there’s 
now opportunities for 10 cars… 
 
Ms. McBride stated we never envisioned 10 cars, ever. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated well its established that you can have 10 cars and I think we need to take a look and 
make sure that if there are cars that are stationary, we’ve done everything we can to make sure those cars 
can get around those, coming out of the garage, tenants using the back macadam, how are they going to get 
around those cars, so the turning radiuses with cars sitting in the garage, as opposed to cars sitting on the 
macadam, how are they all getting around each other?  I think the site is, I think the combination, I think it 
looks nice but it’s an accommodation that you have to single driveway going down, I think we’re over 
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building on this site and I think we have to be very, very careful as a Planning Board and I just leave you 
with those thoughts. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated Peter, I have one other question, if you’re excavating, what does the grade on the 
adjoining properties look like? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated the rear of the two new homes are consistent with the elevations on each side.  The 
front yard onto the property to the north is elevated by about 4 or 5 feet, there’s a retaining wall on the front 
portion of the property.  This area here is already elevated, there’s a retaining wall that sits 4 to 5 feet 
higher than the front of this property in here.  The back of these are consistent with the sides of each and 
rear of the other buildings.  There’s a walk out basement over here and it comes out to a terrace in their rear 
yard but we’re all uniform across the back there, even though we are going downhill to the rear of the 
buildings, there’s only about a foot to two feet of excavation that’s going to be required in here to meet our 
garage elevation.  The grade does start to climb up to the rear line which we are going to shelfing into that 
with these, with the building and this little yard area here.  We’ll cut into this and slope up to the rear 
property line, so we are relatively close to the property on each side in the rear and on the side over here to 
the south. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and what about, knowing that the north arrow is pointing east, the property to the 
south, how does the… 
 
Mr. Gregory stated there’s a driveway that’s running along the property line right here, where cars are 
parking for this house and we are going to, while the house is going to be up higher than that, we are going 
to be right on the, there’s going to be a retaining wall here to hold our grade up and not affect the property 
line and having to, have that room to work on the right hand side of the house. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated I should say that I’m a bit concerned about raising this property as high as it is, you 
know you’re building a house that is moderately tall, you’re raising the grade in the front to do which will 
leave a very large expanse exposed in the rear, so is a concern. 
 
Anthony Oliveri stated Peter, it looks like you did some test pits, maybe? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated yes we did, we dug two test pits on each property. 
 
Anthony Oliveri stated can you tell us what you found there in terms of ground water and anything that 
might affect draining the rear yard? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated we encountered groundwater in the 5 to 6 foot depth below the surface on the front of 
37 and onto 101, in the rear of the properties we have a deeper well drain swale, so there was some ground 
water that was observed.  It could have been following our drain line, we were relatively close up that’s 
where we encountered our groundwater in our test hole. 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated Chairman, can we do a site visit? 
 
Chairman Hertz stated we certainly can, I would recommend that we hold off our site visit until there’s a 
formal application, unless here’s a request for more information from this Board by the applicant, I think 
the proper time for a site visit is when we see a formal application and then, because we’ve given them 
feedback, they may or may not make some changes to their plan, you know we’ve identified one additional 
variance that they’re going to encounter, so I think they need to make their decision as to if this is the plan 
they’re going to be presenting for formal application, if they’re going to modify that and when we have I 
think a formal application, that would be a good time to go out there and do a site visit.  Unless the 
applicant feels that that would be beneficial at this point but I would recommend it during a formal. 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated yeah, I agree. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and we can certainly all go out there and get more familiar with the site. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated it looks like you’ve already been out to the street, you were talking about the other 
homes on the block, so you’re familiar. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated it’s not a hidden property. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated we’ll submit the formal application and the site visit can come hereafter. 
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Mr. Bainlardi stated with the two existing structures on either side, you touched on how they sit on the 
property, so if you’re in the rear of the one to the left, on the left side of the page, you said that’s a walkout 
basement there… 
 
Mr. Gregory stated on this property, there’s a walkout in the back. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated yes, so that in the rear, that’s, if you’re looking at that elevation you have a walkout 
basement, a first floor, a second floor and a pitched roof. 
 
Mr. Gregory stated that’s correct, yes.  I also believe there’s even a garage or a shed that’s right behind it in 
the back. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated now that property, was that property that was excavated in the back? So are there 
retaining walls in the back of that property or does that grade start to go back up again? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated I believe the grade starts to go back up a little bit, you know, this is higher in the front 
along the street compared to where we are in the back. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated because during the work session, one of the concerns that was raised on the rear was 
this perception of when you’re looking at it, it’s a 3 ½ story and I think there’s a question for the Building 
Inspector as to whether or not that’s Code compliant or whether or not that requires a variance.  Did you 
look, and I can’t recall from when we had the conceptual, the first conceptual, but did you look at other 
alternatives to putting the garage under the building as a walk out basement would come out. As opposed to 
maybe trying to get it onto that first floor or in another area and maybe pick up the space, habitable space in 
the finished basement. 
 
Mr. Gregory stated I think as part of the plans that are, it’s going to be modular construction that we’re 
looking at and I think based on the layout of the living space that we needed some of that space for storage 
down below to have the ability to create the living space on the two other floors.  The grade, at the initial 
submission we did look at it, the grade does drop on each side as we go to the back and that was a concern 
early on about what our height was and how it was going to be perceived, we did look at an average grade 
calculation but one of the things we will look at is to see what the extent is in the rear of the property of 
what that overall height will be to the top of the building.  But in terms of studying alternatives, no, we 
haven’t looked at that, this is the configuration that we were looking to go with in terms of our garages. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated and with respect to the multiple, the various variances, we talked a little bit during the 
work session about maybe note one variance on its own is excessive or again this is the end of the day, 
these are area variances that are really a question for the ZBA to make a determination on, my own 
personal opinion about setting, moving the buildings forward is that if the neighborhood, kind of, that’s 
what’s going on out there now, I have no issue with that.  The rub of course then is you have these other 
area variances with respect to the size of the buildings that, can you, is there an ability to pull that back, 
maybe a little bit more, you know, it’s just a balance I think.  Some of the members of the Board have 
suggested that maybe there’s a little too much going on on the site, is there a way to pare some of that back 
but you know…? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated we felt that this plan did pull some of that back and I think some of the compromises is 
that, as an example, that by keeping things forward, we do have a somewhat shorter length of a driveway, 
which would obviously be less asphalt, pavement. Ae did look at taking advantage of parking vehicles on 
the parking area to the rear of the building so that we could minimize creating additional asphalt for the off-
street parking to the rear of that, so we understood that we would have vehicles that will be parked in front 
of the garage doors, there would have to be cooperation between the people that are living there.  We are 
considering using some permeable pavers to help break up some of that asphalt and try to mitigate some of 
that coverage that we’re creating.  So I think by, we did pull the buildings forward, it did encroach further 
into our front yard setback but as a result we were able to reduce the amount of pavement that was going to 
be required that we effectively did bring down some of our coverage but yes there are, there is still a lot of 
work with the development that is going on. 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated so the walkout basement is only for the house on the left side, not the right side? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated both do, both have a walk out, we have garage doors on the rear face, we have an access 
doorway to come through on the side and then our grade starts to pick up to meet our grade in the front of 
the house.  So it’s only that rear portion that really is at our basement elevation that is going to be exposed. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated and on the existing house to the right, what is going on in the back of that building? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated I don’t know, I have to go back and look at it. 
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Mr. Mareschi stated any patios back there? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated there are some back here, on this one, but I just recall a driveway here, I didn’t look too 
closely in the back of the house. 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated okay, thank you. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated quick question on the front yard setback, is the setback distance to the porch or to the 
main house? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated I think I did it to the porch. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated it’s to the porch? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated let check real quick. 
 
Mr. Miley stated that’s correct. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated so it’s to the porch? 
 
Mr. Miley stated correct. 
 
Mr. Gregory stated yes, I did place it to the porch. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated yes, whatever the furthest part of the built structure is. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated okay. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated does staff have comments or questions? 
 
Whitney Singleton stated just one thing, when the applicant comes back with or without variances, when 
they come back with a formal application, one of the things that will take some time is the review and 
approval of any common driveway easement that needs to be put in place because obviously you’re not 
going to have a situation with a shared driveway unless of course they have a legal right to share the 
driveway that is permanent and enforceable.  So the question becomes is that something that maybe your 
Board is comfortable with and if so, I would suggest to Brad that when he comes back, he would want to 
come back with a draft, we have some sort of agreement that we’re, not negotiating but doing drafts of back 
and forth so that that doesn’t hold the process up. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated well I would almost kick that back to you Whitney, in terms of what’s… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated well we would need an agreement… 
 
Chairman Hertz stated if you’re comfortable that you can find something that’s enforceable, I for one 
would encourage the fact that we’re creating lesser development coverage, less… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated the only thing that might change your position on that and I don’t think it’s the 
case but whether or not the driveway is at an exact right angle with Elm Street, and I believe that it is but 
that might dictate where you want that common driveway coming out and, not at a right angle but it creates 
a perfect T right there, I think it does, is that the way you did it Peter? 
 
Mr. Gregory stated yes, I think we did just to avoid, there’s a catch basin and a pole that were coming in 
between there. The driveway does make a T with the roadway but the reason that we’re offset to the north 
is because of the existing catch basin that’s located right here. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated but is your driveway directly opposite Elm Street. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated it does appear to be but… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated so if that’s something that your Board is favorable inclined than when the 
applicant comes back that a draft be submitted so that we can begin that review. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated there are times when that is a condition of approval Whitney, I’m happy to do it as part 
of our site plan application, you have our commitment to a common driveway easement, as part of 
approval. 
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Whitney Singleton stated that’s fine Brad, I just don’t want to say I’m holding you up. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated that’s fine if you want it now. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated no, no, it’s not critical, I’m just saying I’m trying to expedite.  I know that the 
Board is trying to expedite this. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated no but we also want them to be done in the proper order so that clients don’t spend 
money, if something doesn’t move forward, no reason to create certain things but identifying all the things 
that are going to be needed to support, you can decide how to prioritize this. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated Brad, during the, if you move to a formal application the rendering has to be on the 
money. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated we hear you loud and clear. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated okay. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated other comments or questions by Board members or by staff? 
 
Mr. Miley stated I’ll coordinate with Pete. Peter, I just have to coordinate with you on a couple things as far 
as the height, the mean height of the roof, a couple of other things, but just get the dimensions down 
accurately. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated so I think you’ve heard that we do have concerns along the ways of size and scale, 
particularly height.  Just be sensitive to those as you finalize your formal application if you are moving in 
that direction.  So I think we’ve given you our feedback, you had question Brad as to specific direction, 
visa vie variances, is there anything you want feedback from counsel or, with regard to process? 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated there’s not at the moment, there was 45 minutes ago. I think given some of these 
comments and evaluate and I can coordinate with Whitney in terms of the timing of going back or to the 
Zoning Board and a formal application to your Board.  I guess it’s premature at this point and analyze the 
comments and come with a formal application, and keep the process that way for now. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated as of right now, let’s be clear, as of right now, some have been identified but you 
have not been given a denial letter or anything, correct? 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated correct but we’re in the site plan process, so do we need a denial letter… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated no, you definitely don’t need it, I just want to make that we don’t send you or you 
don’t elect to go to the Zoning Board and find out that there’s been additional issue of building height.  So 
just make sure that’s been coordinated with Peter before you make your application. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated and let me ask the Board, would your Board, does your Board make referrals to the 
Zoning Board?  The way I would envision it, I guess this is the question, we would come back, make the 
formal site plan application, let’s assume for a moment that we address the concerns and the comments and 
we come back with a satisfactory application.  Does your Board make referrals to the Zoning Board or 
would you prefer that we go to the Zoning Board after clarifying the whole roster of variances, go secure 
those variances and then come back? 
 
Chairman Hertz stated we’ve had clients that do it all ways.  For time purposes some do it you know, 
parallel when it’s obviously identified enough.  We occasionally, we get asked by the Zoning Board for 
our, for something like this, our opinion.  It’s their decision and sometimes we will voluntarily submit our 
comments to the Board when we feel that they need to take a hard look at certain things that they may not 
see otherwise but you don’t, there’s not process that you’re required to follow with getting to certain 
maturity step with us. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated so we’ll go back and think about it and we’ll coordinate with staff as far as timing 
which Board we come back to. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated just thinking out loud Brad, your setback variances are going to be Type II 
actions, are your other variances going to be Type II? 
 
Jan Johannessen stated yes. 
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Whitney Singleton stated so you’re not going to need them to complete SEQRA, so that’s going to be his 
election. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated but in the practical in these types of situations, the Zoning Board often looks to the 
Planning Board, hey guys what do you think? 
 
Whitney Singleton stated that’s a mixed bag. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated it would be my recommendation to come back with a formal and at least have one 
meeting, meet with staff and have least one meeting with us to get our feedback because we may make 
specific requests… 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated that’s my inclination as well. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated which may end up changing, if it changes your variance by a foot, it still changes 
your variance, you still have to go back, so. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated and the other thing we’ve seen done, you’ve probably done it yourself is you can start 
the process, go to the ZBA, get some feedback, they’re probably going to know what the feedback is from 
the Planning Board.  At least start the process, go, leave the meeting open, come back and go back again.  
That’s, that might be prudent for them to do as well. 
 
Mr. Schwartz stated I like to call these ping pong applications.  Thank you for your feedback. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you. 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated thank you very much. 
 
Discussion: 
 

• Polaner Selections 461 Lexington Avenue Request for 6 Month Extension, dated April 18, 2017 
 
Chairman Hertz stated moving on. Okay, we are 101, we are back at Polaner Selections, has anyone come 
from Polaner.  Okay, let’s deal with this even though we don’t have an applicant before us and Whitney 
I’m going to need your input on this.  We have a request from Polaner, I’ll pull out the documents for an 
extension with a letter from Scott Blakely of Insite. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated Chairman? 
 
Chairman Hertz stated yes? 
 
Jan Johannessen stated the Planning Board approved a resolution for Site Plan Approval, Change of Use 
permit, and Wetland permit, December 13, 2016.  That resolution required that a building permit be issued 
within 6 months of the date of the resolution.  The applicant is requesting an extension of that time, so a 
building permit has not been applied for. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and have they given us a reason, other than just to request? 
 
Mr. Bonforte stated approval from Westchester County Department of Public Works is pending, as well as 
coverage from the New York State Department of Environment Conservation general permit et cetera, they 
have some pending approvals with County and New York State agencies. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated I think if I recall correctly, they recently obtained Village Board approval on the 
agreement, license agreement or easement… 
 
Chairman Hertz stated yup. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated approximately three weeks ago, so. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and this was a complex set of agreements that were required. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I think there was some back and forth and it required more than one meeting to get to 
resolution. 
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Chairman Hertz stated so they’ve done the right thing, they’re well in advance of their expiration, this was 
good application and I think we came to a great resolution to this, I see no reason why we would not extend 
the approval. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated a motion? 
 
Chairman Hertz stated any discussion from Board members?  If not, I’d like to entertain a resolution to do 
what’s requested, a six month extension of the approval for Site Plan which would then shift from June 16th 
to December 16, 2016. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated December 13th. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated it says December 16th but you can verify the precise… 
 
Jan Johannessen stated the original resolution date was December 13th, it ran six months, they’re requesting 
an additional six months, unless that [inaudible]. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated they’re referencing the 16th and not the 13th but I’ll go by the date we approved.  Do 
I have a motion for this extension? 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I make a motion that we grant the six month of the Polaner Selections Site Plan 
approval, Change of Use and Wetland permit approvals. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated would someone second that motion? 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated I’ll second that motion Mr. Chairman. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated on the question, anyone?  Michelle, would you poll the Board. 
 
UPON ROLL CALL VOTE: 
 
Mr. Bainlardi  - aye 
Mr. Mareschi  - aye 
Mr. Vigliotti  - aye 
Mr. Hochstein - aye 
Mr. Bonforte  - aye 
Chairman Hertz - aye 
 
The motion carried by a vote of 6 to 0. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, very good, and then we just have some correspondence from the 
Beautification Committee.  The one thing that we jumped past was the new Planning Board applications. 
So we have, if we want to jump into that… 
 

• New Planning Board Applications 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and we do not, I would like to start this tonight but we certainly do not have to finish 
it.  The Planner, Jan has done an excellent job looking at the entire application process and what our forms 
look like, what the instruction set looks like and he was instructed and I think did an excellent job of 
putting this in plain English so that if you’re not familiar with the process, you’re very carefully walked 
through each step, where you need information its given, were you referred to other sources.  We’ve 
created PDF fillable forms so that we’re no longer Xeroxing off copy after copy of you know, poorly you 
know cloned documents.  We’ve clarified the process to the best of our ability and this is an attempt to 
simply, along with all the other things we’re doing to make the process more straight forward, easier to 
understand, get the information out in a clear and more concise way.  So what I would like to do is ask 
everyone, I would like to get this into use as soon as possible, we’re going to miss the next Board meeting 
because we have nothing on the agenda so it’s going to be a month until we convene the next time. 
 
The Secretary stated May 23rd. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated I’m sorry, the date was? 
 
The Secretary stated May 23rd. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated so I see no compelling reason, barring any mistakes that anyone has caught or 
outright errors that I certainly don’t see, I see no compelling reason not to put this into action tonight and 
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again, if we do see or want some minor comments or minor changes, we certainly can amend this in the 
future.  But I think this is a tremendous step forward in making a clear, more concise and more accessible 
process because having been on both sides of this table, let me tell you, it can be very, very daunting for 
applicant who’s not a professional to go through this.  Jan, I’d like to commend you, you did an excellent 
job here, I think the information is good, I think it’s clear, I think its concise or as concise as it could 
possibly be, based on the size of what it is, so… 
 
Jan Johannessen stated Chairman? 
 
Chairman Hertz stated yes. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated one item that I think requires some discussion is the number of hard copies that the 
Planning Board is requiring, it’s a common complaint of applicants submitting full size plans, I think we 
require 14 or 18 copies, it’s a significant expense, we’re now requiring everything to be submitted digitally, 
at this point it requires some discussion to see if we need that many hard copies, what the Board members 
want, maybe half scale, maybe the Board members get full size but we don’t get full size copies for the 
other packets that are distributed to various other Boards and individuals in the Village. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you for bringing that up, one of the questions I guess is to you or to Peter, 
what is becoming the official record of the Village, are we allowing the digital copy to be the official 
record or it’s still a paper copy. 
 
Mr. Miley stated that’s something the Village Manager will have to establish, what he thinks of the official 
record. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated so right now it’s still a paper copy until it’s changed by him. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated you know what I’ve seen and I’ve been before a lot of other Boards as an applicant, 
I’ve seen a lot of Boards now going to reducing the total number that’s submitted, typically a full size plan 
would be submitted for purposes of review by the consultants and maybe the Building Inspector.  You may 
want in the end to have at least one full size plan for the Planning Board record because I think it’s a good 
practice to have one hard copy, do you need it all along the way, probably not.  A lot of times with Board 
members I’ve seen half sized sets produced.  For me, personally, I don’t necessarily need to have a hard 
copy or certainly a full size copy in each instance but I’m accustom to working with plans as part of my 
profession and I don’t have a problem in when I want to blow up on something, I’ve got a digital screen 
where I can blow up and I can see.  Some people still like to have the paper and maybe there’s a middle 
ground somewhere where we can reduce some of this paper and if you really feel that you need a full size 
copy of something, you can request it, maybe that’s a working way to go forward.  I think maybe the 8 ½ 
by 11 stuff is reproducing but… 
 
Chairman Hertz stated or the 11 by 17’s. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated or even 11 by 17’s. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated what do other members feel?  What are you comfortable with?  What is your 
preference? 
 
Mr. Bonforte stated I would be line with John’s comments and remarks that we can adapt by using less 
paper, looking to receive maybe expanded or magnified plans of pages that we need to get and we do it as 
an as needed basis.  Why not?  Let’s just adapt and if it reduces the cost to applicants then I’m all for it, in 
whatever manner. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated does the Village have a plotter or a large format printer in house. 
 
The Secretary stated yes, sir. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated we do, so in theory if we wanted, if we made a request to have at the meeting we 
could produce a digital copy or a blow up. 
 
The Secretary stated absolutely. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and we can do what 24 by 36 in house. 
 
The Secretary stated we can do larger than that. 
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Chairman Hertz stated so we’ll probably need a process in place, I for one, am all for reducing the paper 
that we’re using, I mean there’s just tree after tree falling in our wake, so I’m happy to do that, I review 
plans digitally all the time.  Every once in a while I’ll print something out, if I really want to make lots of 
mark ups on it, but we’re even getting to the point where the electronic markup is there and I’m happy to 
bring a laptop.  So staff, what’s your feeling about reviewing, do you want hard copies or are you good 
with, what’s your general sense? 
 
Anthony Oliveri stated for me a full size hard copy is perfect.  Otherwise we just end up printing it 
ourselves and that’s… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated can I just comment on one thing? 
 
Chairman Hertz stated sure. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated these determinations are not made by your Board, these determinations are made 
by the Board of Trustees.  It already says in the Code how many copies are supposed to be submitted. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated this is a Code requirement. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated so if there’s going to be a change, it’s going to be made by the Board of Trustees, 
not by Ed or by your Board or anyone else. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated well we certainly can make a request. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated recommendations, absolutely. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated but I think the first question is what do we want, if we want a change. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated I actually prefer both. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I’m in agreement to have both.  Sometimes the internet is great, if you’re on the run or 
on vacation and don’t have access or have a little extra time, sometimes it makes it easy when you have the 
hard copy in front of you.  So, I’d like both, I think the residents of the Village may not all be able to have 
or get access to a computer and to have a couple of hard copies available in case they want to see 
something, is a… 
 
Chairman Hertz stated well we certainly are going to have one hard copy, it sounds like that’s the Village 
record anyway, as a requirement, so there certainly will be a hard copy in Village Hall and it does sound 
like if we have a digital copy of it, we have the ability to print out extra copies for the public, so that’s 
something that’s available anyway. 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated I agree with you Ralph. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I mean, as a Planning Board, notwithstanding what the Code says, if I’m not going to 
use the hard copies or need the hard copies, why make someone produce them?  I mean if a Board member 
wants the hard copy and wants the full size copy, then he’s entitled to it but… 
 
Mr.  Vigliotti stated we’ll just ask Michelle to print up extra copies. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated but we want to make sure, we don’t want to put added cost on the Village, so we 
want to make sure that… 
 
Mr. Mareschi stated and more work for Michelle. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and more work… 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I’m being facetious. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated right, alright, so its sounds like we’re willing to drop our hard copy count by a bit, 
but that we still have about half the staff and members who would like hard copies as well. 
 
The Secretary stated currently I take 14 sets of everything to be distributed. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated one for the Village, 8… 
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The Secretary stated I technically have nine Board members, I have three consultants, the Building 
Inspector and its gets distributed to the Village Manager, as well as the Mayor. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated let’s be mindful not to short circuit ourselves, we have to have every opportunity. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated sure. 
 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I would prefer both and as one member of the Board and just speaking for myself, I 
would like to have both available to me and I can only speak for myself. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and I don’t think there’s any reason why we couldn’t do it on individual preference 
but where we can, where those people who are okay with doing them digitally, there’s no reason to hand 
them paper if they’re not going to use it. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated Chairman, I have one other comment. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated yes. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated not to be a problem finding fault, what Jan did, I presume Jan and Peter and 
Anthony, I don’t know who did it.  I think they did an excellent job and I was just pointing out to Jan, 
regardless of how good a job he does, there are some inconsistencies in the Code and we could be into one 
of those no good deed goes unpunished.  He did an excellent job laying it out, it’s very neat, very organized 
but as I’m looking at 110-45 there’s a provision that talks about recreation fees that is inconsistent with 
what he’s put in the application and I don’t want that to be used against us and I’ll give you an example.  
We were previously entertaining an application for 129 units on the mountain, there’s $335,000 in 
recreation fees associated with that application that these directions would say they have no obligation to 
pay.  That’s $335,000 lost, so I’d be very careful about putting in place a, and to the extent that Jan put in 
recreation fee, he put in the right fee, its in the fee section, 110-45 has a different number for single family 
homes.  So there’s some things that need to reconciled and correct before we… 
 
Jan Johannessen stated the fee schedule that’s included is something that’s on our website and issued, 
passed out by the Planning Board Secretary.  I just added it as a point of convenience. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated I absolutely understand I understand where you’re going with it, that’s why I’m 
saying no good deed goes unpunished because we have contrary provisions elsewhere in our Code and I’d 
hate to have somebody say these are the specific Planning Board instructions that were adopted, 
recommended, enacted, promulgated, whatever you want to call it and therefore the application for 129 
units doesn’t have pay $335,000 in Rec Fees. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated if I might then, would you want to undertake a review of this to look for 
inconsistencies and then add whatever… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated and its hard to find them, I mean Jan did a good job, I don’t want to… 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and add whatever disclaimers that need to be in here you know that say, please use 
this as a guide only.  The Village Code will always supersede, so I’d ask that you… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated and I do believe that the Village Board has talked about convening committees to 
update and perhaps weed out some of these inconsistencies in the Code. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated obviously with any printed document it will always be superseded by the most 
current changes, you know that the Board adopts, so we can do the best we can do and we can’t you know, 
we can’t do better about full review.  So, Whitney, I’d ask that you undertake that review. 
 
Whitney Singleton stated okay. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated and work with Jan and when you feel its mature… 
 
Whitney Singleton stated I’ll work with Jan, if he sends me a copy digital. 
 
Jan Johannessen stated I’ll send you 14 copies. 
 
Chairman Hertz stated on 24 by 36 paper. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated be careful with that because Whitney will charge us 14 times. 
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Chairman Hertz stated I’d like to get this moving as soon as possible because I think it benefits us and I 
think its benefits the applicants.  So Jan, thank you for your work.  Whitney, thank you for pointing out the 
issues that may ensue.  Any other thoughts or questions on this?  So members, I’d just ask that you go over 
this, familiarize yourself with it, if you see any instruction areas that you think can be better explained, 
please bring it up to Jan and otherwise Whitney will do his review and we’ll have this available to everyone 
as soon as we possibly can.  With nothing else on the agenda, let’s close this meeting. 
 
Mr. Bainlardi stated so moved.  Mr. Bonforte seconded the motion. 
 
Chairman Hertz asked for all in favor.  The motion carried by a vote of 6 to 0. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 9:10 p.m. 


